Serving our community...

Mentor Public Library envisions bringing expanded services to the Mentor-on-the-Lake community.

The new Beryl B. Paulson Annex and Meeting Room will allow the Library to provide more programming opportunities and accommodate a larger audience.

Additionally, the new space will provide another meeting room at the Lake Branch for local organizations to utilize.

“Every library is a reflection of its community, and extraordinary gifts, like the Paulsons’, help the library accomplish extraordinary things.”

- Cheryl Kuonen, Executive Director
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Expanding services in the Mentor-on-the-Lake community
The Beryl B. Paulson Annex and Meeting Room

Mentor Public Library’s Mentor-on-the-Lake Branch will receive a substantial upgrade and expansion this year, thanks to the generosity of Francis “Bud” Paulson.

A $250,000 donation via the Beryl B. Paulson Memorial Endowment Fund was willed toward the project by The Frances M. Paulson Irrevocable Trust of 1990. The Lake Branch’s expansion will include the construction of another meeting room. This addition will be permanently known as The Beryl B. Paulson Annex and Meeting Room in honor of Paulson’s wife.

Avid readers, the Paulsons actively used and supported Mentor Public Library throughout their lives. Aqua Ohio’s generosity and community spirit will allow us to expand the parking lot to accommodate the increase in library visitors and programs.

For more information or to make a donation, please contact Cheryl Kuonen at 440-255-8811 ext. 232 or CK@mentorpl.org.

Design details....

- Approximately 1000 square foot addition
- 800 square foot meeting room with direct outside access to expanded parking, and inside access to library
- Convenient kitchenette
- Large windows with views of Mentor Beach Park and Lake Erie
- ADA compliant
- Project costs are estimated at $750,000